
3 Tips
to set up your hybrid meeting room.

You dive into the discussion and find that
there is no response from the team. They
can't hear you. This is depressing. 

You may be less likely to engage the next
time. And this definitely does no good to you
& your team.

Are people heard?1

A stable network with enough bandwidth to leverage.  
A reliable video conferencing platform.
A meeting room speakerphone that picks up speech from
every seat. 

You may wanna check if your hybrid meeting room has:
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See in the eyes of whom
you are talking to.
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The best way to meet is to meet in person.
Or, to meet with the video on. 

A 4K wide-range webcam that streams the
whole meeting room enhances the
experience of your remote workers. 

Keep your remote workers happy and
engaged. Or else, you will know the price.

We work together on a report, a design, or an
analysis. We share our thoughts in a file or
sheet.

A presentation kit makes screen sharing
extremely easy. How to send your screen to
the main display in seconds? 

Bring your own device
and share as you like.

Plug and play with a dongle
Miracast/Airplay
HDMI/USB

We make them all accessible to attendees. Make it easy to share;
make it easy to engage.

- Anyco A5: AV Access all-
directional Bluetooth
speakerphone

- eShare W50: AV Access
presentation system that
connects all devices to work
as one and makes BYOD
possible.

- eShare D10: A dongle to
plug to the device and share
with your team.

- Bizeye 80: AV Access 4K
wide-range webcam
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Make hybrid meetings brisk and easy.

AV Access hybrid meeting kit 
is now on sale!!!

avaccess.com/products/meeting-presentation-kit/
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